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Feature Review

Human genome diversity: frequently
asked questions
Guido Barbujani and Vincenza Colonna

Department of Biology and Evolution, University of Ferrara, via Borsari 46, 44121 Ferrara, Italy

Despite our relatively large population size, humans are
genetically less variable than other primates. Many allele
frequencies and statistical descriptors of genome diver-
sity form broad gradients, tracing the main expansion
from Africa, local migrations, and sometimes adap-
tation. However, this continuous variation is discordant
across loci, and principally seems to reflect different
blends of common and often cosmopolitan alleles rather
than the presence of distinct gene pools in different
regions of the world. The elusive structure of human
populations could lead to spurious associations if the
effects of shared ancestry are not properly dealt with;
indeed, this is among the causes (although not the only
one) of the difficulties encountered in discovering the
loci responsible for quantitative traits and complex dis-
eases. However, the rapidly growing body of data on our
genomic diversity has already cast new light on human
population history and is now revealing intricate bio-
logical relationships among individuals and populations
of our species.

Some classical questions
Ten years have passed since theWhite House press release
announcing the completion of the first survey of the entire
human genome (http://www.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/
Human_Genome/project/clinton1.shtml). In that text ‘a
new era inmolecularmedicine’ was foreseen, characterized
by ‘new ways to prevent, diagnose, treat and cure disease.’
With new complete individual genomes being published
almost on a monthly basis, the US National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) reference sequence (in
fact, an assemblage of DNAs from five donors) can now be
compared with the complete DNA information from six-
teen individuals of three continents [1–10]. The technology
is developing rapidly and studies of >1 million polymorph-
isms have appeared by the hundreds.

All this progress notwithstanding, the new era has
hardly begun. Many alleles associated with increased risk
of disease development have been identified, but turning
the rapidly growing wealth of genomic data into a sound
picture of the bases of phenotype variation is a different
story [11]. For most single-gene diseases, or simple traits
such as lactose tolerance [12], we know the nucleotide
substitutions accounting for the largest share of the
observed variation and we are beginning to understand
how sequence variants at modifier genes affect the severity

of the symptoms (for example, in sickle-cell anemia [13]).
But most diseases are multifactorial, caused by tens or
hundreds of genes, often with small phenotypic effects, and
by other factors in the environment. Dealing with such
levels of complexity requires a large amount of data (and
these data are, or will soon be, available), but especially a
conceptual framework able to account for thousands of
interactions among genetic and nongenetic factors (and
we are only beginning to develop it). On a more positive
note, however, data on human genome diversity have
become so abundant that it makes sense to try to address
anew a few classical questions, including some we shall
review in this paper (Box 1).

How much human genetic variation?
This is really two different questions – namely how much
polymorphism there is in our species’ DNA, and how
different are the populations of our species. As for the first,
most of us are familiar with the notion that more than 98%
of the nucleotides in the human and chimpanzee (Pan
troglodytes) genomes are identical. That notion comes from
a classical study of the temperature at which hybrid
human–chimp DNA strands disassociate, suggesting that
the two species differ, in fact, at 1.76% of their DNA sites
[14]. Recent work has essentially confirmed this picture.
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Glossary

Balancing selection: a selective process by which multiple alleles are

maintained in the population, generally (but not necessarily) by mechanisms

of heterozygote advantage.

CEPH: Centre d’Étude du Polymorphisme Humain (Paris, France).

Cline: a gradient of allele frequencies, or of measures of genetic diversity, in

the geographical space.

CNV: copy-number variation, due to the presence in different genomes of

different numbers of copies of a certain DNA region, the size of which can

range from kilobases to several megabases.

Founder effect: the loss of genetic diversity, the random fluctuation of allele

frequencies, and the increase of linkage disequilibrium, that occur when a

population develops from a small number of founders.

Genetic drift: the random fluctuation of allele frequencies due to the sampling

of alleles in populations of small size. This leads to loss of genetic variation

within populations, and to genetic divergence of different populations.

HGDP: Human Genome Diversity Panel, a panel of cell lines established at the

CEPH (http://www.cephb.fr/HGDP-CEPH-Panel/), comprising 1064 lymphoblas-

toid cell lines from 54 populations of the world.

Isolation by distance: the asymptotic decline of genetic similarity with

geographic distance due to the fact that, on average, rates of gene flow

decrease at increasing distances between subpopulations.

Linkage disequilibrium: non-random association of alleles on chromosomes or

in gametes.

SNP: single nucleotide polymorphism.

STR: short tandem repeat, or microsatellite.
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The comparison of human and chimpanzee genomes ident-
ified 35 million single-nucleotide changes (besides millions
of chromosomal rearrangements and insertion/deletion
events) [15]. Over an estimated genome length close to 3
billion nucleotides, that figure translates into a rate of
single-nucleotide substitution equal to 1.23%. Because
1.06% of these changes appear to be fixed between species,
the remaining 0.17% represents the fraction of the human
genome occupied by single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs). The main genetic differences between humans
and other primate species do not seem to depend on point
mutations, but on gain or loss of entire genes [16].

Another way to estimate the level of polymorphism in
our species is to compare variation between complete or
almost complete sequences of human genomes. There is
strong concordance for the rate of single nucleotide
polymorphism, estimated to be close to 0.1% of the total
genome length [1–10]. To mention one example, 4 053
781 SNPs were identified in a Namibian Khoisan’s
genome [8]. Further studies will doubtless expand the
list of polymorphic sites, and hence the estimate
based on individual genomes is going to increase
and will probably approach the value inferred from
human–chimp comparisons.

Box 1. Analysis of population structure

The structure of a population, namely the genetic relationships

among its individuals and/or subpopulations, depends on the relative

weights of drift, gene flow, and selection. When reproductive barriers

(geographic, behavioral or cultural) subdivide a territory, subpopula-

tions diverge genetically because of drift. Divergence is faster when

subpopulations are small or isolated, and is slower when they are

large or connected by high rates of gene flow. Different models of

natural selection could oppose, or accelerate, the divergence process.

The resulting distribution of allele frequencies can be summarized by

point statistics (FST among them) or in more complex manners.

Differences in the mechanisms of hereditary transmission among

different components of the genome have an effect upon the

information one can obtain from the data. Polymorphism of the Y-

chromosome and of the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), transmitted by

one parent only, evolves through the accumulation of mutations.

Because these genome districts are essentially unaffected by

recombination they can be used to trace paternal and maternal

lineages and build evolutionary trees up to the most recent common

ancestor (MRCA). Analysis of these markers is informative on gene

flow, and especially on differences between the migratory behavior of

males and females, i.e. the phenomena of matrilocality and patrilo-

cality.

MtDNA and the Y-chromosome, however, represent <2% of the

genome. To obtain a comprehensive view of the patterns of human

diversity there is no alternative to the study of autosomal markers,

especially when adaptation cannot be ruled out a priori. The results

obtained for different kinds of markers cannot be mechanically

overlapped because markers differ in their effective population size

(Ne), and hence in the expected impact of genetic drift upon them.

Indeed, in each couple there are four copies of each autosome, but

only three X-chromosomes, and one copy of the Y-chromosome and

of mtDNA. All other factors being equal, the expected age of the

MRCA to a gene genealogy is 2Ne generations. Therefore, mitochon-

drial and Y-chromosome diversity is not only expected to be more

heavily affected by genetic drift but also to reflect more recent

demographic and evolutionary events than autosomal variation.

Box 2. Statistical descriptors of population structure

FST: Wright’s fixation index (FST) can be estimated as the standardized

variance of allele frequencies among subpopulations: FST = s2 / p

(1-p) with s2 and p being the variance and mean, respectively, of the

allele frequency. FST ranges from 0, when all subpopulations are

identical, to 1, when different alleles are fixed in different subpopula-

tions. Consider the example in Figure I; the mean allele frequency is

the same in both cases, 0.46, but the variance is 10 times as large in B

as in A, and so is FST (Ref. [123] for extensive review). Some FST

estimates for the global human population are given in Table 1.

Principal component analysis: especially when considering many

loci, summarizing population structure by means of one or a few

indices could imply significant loss of information. By contrast,

many loci might contain the same redundant information. Principal

component (PC) analysis transforms a number of correlated

allele frequencies in a smaller number of uncorrelated synthetic

variables, or principal components. The procedure is most

useful when much of the information in the data can be

summarized by the first few PCs accounting for the greatest

fraction of the overall variation [124]. In most applications the first

2 or 3 PCs are plotted in a Cartesian graph or superimposed on a

geographic map where gradients and other geographical patterns

are easier to recognize.

Model-based genetic clustering: PC analysis emphasizes contin-

uous variation in the geographical space. A popular way to describe

discontinuities in population structure is based on an algorithm,

STRUCTURE [125], assigning individual genotypes to an arbitrary

number of groups or clusters, k. Independent analyses are run for a

set of k values, results are compared across analyses, and coefficients

of membership in each inferred cluster are calculated whenever there

is evidence of admixture between different clusters.

In practice, each individual genotype (X) is associated to the

elements of a Q vector representing the individual’s probabilities to

belong to each of the k clusters. The probability Pr(XjZ, P, Q) of the

genotype, given Q, the cluster Z and the allele frequencies in that

cluster P, is obtained by constructing a Monte Carlo Markov Chain,

with the stationary distribution Pr(Z, P, QjX). An estimate of the

parameters is obtained from their posterior distribution.

Values in the Q vector are graphically summarized as a vertical bars

in which each element (i.e. the probability of that genotype to belong

to that cluster) is represented by a different color (Figure 2).

Substantial genetic structuring is detected when most individuals

tend to be assigned to a single cluster (that is, one element of the Q

vector is close to 1 and the others are 0). By contrast, there is no

genetic structure when individual membership is equally distributed

into the k clusters, and each Q element is close to1/k.

Figure I. Schematic representation of allele frequencies in two subdivided

populations.
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Moving to the second question, differences between
populations are often summarized by another popular
figure, FST = 0.15 (Box 2), and this means that they account
for roughly 15% of the species’ genetic variance [17–19].
The remaining 85% represents the average difference
between members of the same population. One way to
envisage these figures is to say that the expected genetic
difference between unrelated individuals from distant con-
tinents exceeds by 15% the expected difference between
members of the same community [20]. Different loci vary
greatly in their FSTs, both over the entire genome and in
separate analyses of single chromosomes [21,22]. More
recent work suggests that the human species’ FST could
actually be lower, between 0.05 and 0.13 [23–27] for auto-
somal SNPs (Table 1), in other words between one-third
and one-half of that observed in gorilla (Gorilla gorilla; FST

= 0.38 [28]) and betweenWestern and Eastern chimpanzee
(FST = 0.32 [15]) despite humans occupying amuch broader
geographic area [29]. In short, not only do humans show
the lowest species diversity among primates [30] but are
also subdivided into populations that are more closely
related than any other primate species, with the possible
exception of bonobos (Pan paniscus) [18].

As for other kinds of polymorphisms, the FST for 67
autosomal deletions, insertions, duplications and more
complex rearrangements of the genome (collectively
referred to as copy number variations, CNVs) in a small
set of populations was found to be 0.11 [31], very close
indeed to the values estimated for SNPs. Similar levels of
population differentiation, around 0.09 or 0.10, were
inferred from studies of Alu insertions [27,31]. The limited
degree of differentiation among human populations does
not suggest a history of long-term isolation and differen-
tiation, but rather that genome variation was mostly
shaped by our comparatively recent origin from a small
number of founders [32,33] who dispersed to colonize the
whole planet [34,35].

How is global genetic variation patterned?
Today most people live in cities where individuals of
different, and sometimes very different, origins have immi-
grated recently. To understand the main evolutionary
processes it is better to focus on samples of populations
that can be assumed not to have changed much in the last
few centuries. Genetic variation between these populations
is patterned in geographical space and, to a good approxi-
mation, can be described as clinal. Starting from the first
analysis of the ABO blood group seventy years ago [36],
broad gradients of allele frequencies have been repeatedly
observed, both at the local level and over large geographi-

cal regions. Two recent studies of 783, presumably neutral,
short tandem repeat (STR) loci from the Centre d’Étude du
Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) panel [37] showed that
there is indeed a strong relationship between geography
and various measures of genetic diversity at the worldwide
scale [38,39]. Geographic distances between populations
(calculated along obligate waypoints that represent likely
migration routes within landmasses) proved to predict
nicely the respective FSTs [39]; geographic distances from
an arbitrary point in East Africa show a high negative
correlation with measures of internal population diversity,
such as gene diversity and average coalescence time [38].
The main outliers, showing excess genetic divergence from
the bulk of the dataset, were populations of South America
[39], known to have evolved in extreme isolation, and
therefore strongly subjected to drift [40,41]. The best fit
was obtained by assuming that the expansion originated in
Africa, from a place close to the gulf of Guinea [39], an area
where, however, data were lacking.

Several similar studies at a global scale gave broadly
consistent results [26,42,43], with the additional obser-
vation that linkage disequilibrium increases at increasing
distances from Africa [26,42–45]. The crucial role of Africa
in human evolution is highlighted by many findings, in-
cluding (i) the nucleotide differences between two Nami-
bian Khoisans are greater than between European and
Asian individuals [8], (ii) genetic differences between Afri-
can populations are on average greater than those between
Africans and Eurasians [46,47], (iii) the alleles found out-
side Africa are often a subset of the African allele pool
[45,48], and (iv) continent-specific alleles or haplotypes are
rare in general, but are far more common in Africa than in
any other continent [44,49].

Leaving aside the question whether anatomically
archaic human forms did [32,50,51] or did not [32,52] leave
a small contribution to the contemporary gene pool, geo-
graphic distances account for some 75% of the genetic
variance between human populations [39]. This strongly
suggests that genetic diversity has largely been shaped by
phenomena occurring in geographic space – that is, demo-
graphic expansions. The peculiar genetic features of Africa
point to it as the source of the expansion of a rather small
group of founders, probably around 56 000 years ago [38].
Similar and independent estimates of the time of expan-
sion come from a comparison of diversity in populations of
humans and of their bacterium Helicobacter pylori [53],
and from a simulation study in which 50 loci were
sequenced in small samples of African, Asian and native
American individuals and then compared with the predic-
tions of three demographic models [32]. The model of

Table 1. Genomic estimates of FST for the global human population

Number of markers Samples FST Reference

599 356 SNPs 209 individuals from 4 populations: Caucasian, Chinese, Japanese, Yoruba 0.13 [22]

1 034 741 SNPs 71 individuals from 4 populations: Caucasian, Chinese, Japanese, Yoruba 0.10 [22]

1 007 329 SNPs 269 individuals from 4 populations: Caucasian, Chinese, Japanese, Yoruba 0.12 [23]

443 434 SNPs 3845 individuals distributed worldwide 0.052 [24]

2 841 354 SNPs 210 individuals from 4 populations: Caucasian, Chinese, Japanese, Yoruba 0.11 [25]

243 855 SNPs 554 individuals from 27 worldwide populations 0.123 [27]

100 Alu insertions 710 individuals from 23 worldwide populations 0.095 [69]
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expanding Africans replacing all pre-existing human forms
of Eurasia received overwhelming support over alternative
models; extensive analyses based on methods of Approxi-
mate Bayesian Computation placed the exit from Africa
between 40 000 and 71 000 years ago, and estimated the
effective founding population size between 60 and 1220
individuals (intervals of 95% highest posterior density)
[32].

In addition, when genetic data are jointly analyzed with
cranial measures, Central and Southern Africa appear to
represent the putative expansion origins best accounting
for the observed patterns [54,55]. In synthesis, neutral
genetic markers, and the set of anatomical traits, i.e.
cranial measures, which are considered to be less sensitive
to natural selection [56], show parallel patterns of vari-
ation. Becausemigration affects all genes equally, whereas
selection acts upon specific genome regions, this result
seems to imply that traits deviating from the general clinal
distribution, both genetic and morphological, could reflect
the action of natural selection on local populations.

Serial founder effects or isolation by distance?
There is substantial agreement on the basic pattern of our
global biological diversity, but subtle differences as to its
interpretation. The observed correlations between genetics
and geography are either attributed to a series of expan-
sions accompanied by founder effects [38,39] or to isolation
by distance [26], two processes sometimes considered to be
equivalent [57]. However, they are not, even though
neither includes the effects of selection. In the former
case, drift and migration are concentrated, respectively,
in episodes of population shrinking and colonization of new
territories that are known to generate extensive genetic
gradients [58]. Conversely, isolation by distance [59]
results from long-term interaction of drift and continuous
migration between population units. IfNem, the product of
effective population size (Ne) and migration rate (m), is
large, the effects of migration prevail and populations tend
to converge genetically; ifNe m is small, genetic drift plays
the predominant evolutionary role, so that populations
tend to diverge. Because short-range migrational
exchanges are generally more intense between close than
between distant populations, m, and thus Ne m, tend to
decrease at increasing spatial distances. In this way, under
isolation by distance, genetic similarity between popu-
lations declines asymptotically with the geographic dis-
tance between them. Therefore, isolation by distance does
not generate broad clines but instead produces a patchy
distribution of allele frequencies [60] because genetic
exchanges are negligible beyond a certain distance. As a
consequence, the shape and span of the clines should, in
principle, allow one to determine the process that gener-
ated them.

In practice, simulation studies based on explicit geo-
graphical models have reached different conclusions. One
study [61] found substantial agreement between the data
and the predictions of a model in which the parameters of a
series of founder effects were estimated from the data. By
contrast, Hunley and colleagues [35] found that diversity
in the 783 loci of the CEPH database is not fully consistent
with either isolation by distance (predicting a monotonic

decline of genetic similarity with distance) or serial foun-
der effects (predicting a number of population splits of
approximately equal effect upon genetic diversity). The
closest match between observed and simulated data was
found for a model called ‘nested populations’ in which
major founder effects occur as humans enter the main
geographical regions, with relatively small founder effects
and short-range gene flow during the expansions within
these regions [35]. Figure 1 is an attempt to summarize
early human population history, and its genetic con-
sequences, in a coherent, if necessarily oversimplified,
picture, from the time when anatomically modern humans
were restricted to Africa, to their dispersal in the Old
World and Australia.

Which are the main human groups?
Is it accurate to assign individuals to discrete geographical
groups, thus envisaging our species as essentially discon-
tinuous at the genetic level, or in this way do we misrepre-
sent some aspects of human biodiversity? Since 1972 [19]
many independent studieshaveestablished thatdifferences
between continental populations are small, accounting for
less than 10% of the global species variance [20]. That figure
holds also for loci under balancing selection, such as the

Figure 1. A schematic view of the evolution of human biodiversity. Dots of

different colors represent different genotypes, pie charts in panel E represent allele

frequencies in five regions at the end of the process. Approximate dates for the five

panels: (a,b), >60 000 years before present (BP); (c), 60 000 years BP; (d), 40 000

years BP; (e), 30 000 BP. A broader set of images is available at this site: http://

web.unife.it/progetti/genetica/Guido/index.php?lng=it&p=11.
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human leukocyte antigens (HLA; 7%) [62], and has been
recently confirmed in the analysis of 624000SNPs (9%) [26].

By contrast, 10% is little but not zero, and variation in
the genome does not comply with the predictions of a pure
isolation-by-distance model. Therefore, perhaps reason-
ably well-defined genetic groups exist in our species, and
identifying them would be of potential relevance for bio-
medical research and clinical practice. To be useful, how-
ever, this exercise should produce a consistent list of
biological groups, independent of the markers studied.

A popular approach to this question is based on an
algorithm, STRUCTURE (Box 2), that assigns individual
genotypes to an arbitrary number of groups, k. In the first,
andmost influential, worldwide analysis based on STRUC-
TURE, Rosenberg and colleagues [40] typed 377 STRs in
the CEPH dataset and recognized six clusters, five of them
corresponding to continents or subcontinents, and the
sixth to a genetic isolate in Pakistan, the Kalash. In
general, individuals of the same population fell consist-
ently in the same cluster, or shared similar membership
coefficients in two clusters. The authors concluded that
self-reported ancestry contains information on DNA diver-
sity, and hence that an objective clustering of genotypes is
possible despite the low between-population variances, if
large amounts of data are considered.

In fact, clustering is certainly possible, but is not con-
sistent across studies. In a subsequent paper based on a
larger sample of microsatellites [63] the same authors
rejected the claim that the distribution of samples in space
itself accounts for the apparent population differentiation
[43], but failed to confirm the Kalash as a separate unit;
instead, the native American populations were this time
split in two clusters [63]. The Kalash resurfaced as a
distinct group when 15 Indian populations were added
to the analysis, leading to the identification of 7 clusters,
with most populations of Eurasia now showing multiple
memberships [64]. In these studies, all African genotypes
formed a single group, in contrast to broadly replicated
evidence of deep population subdivision within Africa
[35,45,47]. However, when the CEPH 377-marker dataset
was analyzed by a different method that searches for zones
of sharp genetic change or genetic boundaries [65], Africa
appeared subdivided in four groups, and each American
population formed an independent group, giving a total of
11 [66].

Previous work based on discriminant analysis had
already shown that different clusters emerge when Y-
chromosome markers or Alu insertions are considered
[67]. In a study of more than 500 000 SNPs, STRUCTURE
indicated different clusterings if the SNPs were individu-
ally analyzed or if they were combined to form haplotypes;
in turn, both inferred clusterings were inconsistent with
those inferred from CNVs in the same individuals [44]. An
independent study of more than 400 000 SNPs in over 3000
individuals [24] identified five clusters that overlap only in
part with those listed in previous studies. Finally, it has
been repeatedly observed that the genotypes of individuals
collected in discrete areas of the world form clear conti-
nental clusters for low values of k, but subcontinental
structuring emerges at finer levels of analysis [26,27,
40,44].

In practice, when the number of markers is large, many
dissimilarities are detected, and a fraction of these are
likely to achieve statistical significance. However, minor
differences in themarkers considered, in the sample distri-
bution, or in the method of analysis, can lead to different
clusterings. This should not come as a surprise; more than
80% of human SNP alleles are cosmopolitan: that is, they
are present at different frequencies in all continents [44],
and the differences between populations and groups
represent only a small fraction of the species’ diversity.
In addition, not all polymorphisms, including most Alu
insertions and CNV, show the gradients prevailing among
SNPs and STRs [44,67–69], and hence should not be
expected to reveal an identical population structure. As
a consequence, we can cluster people based on any set of
polymorphisms, but there is no guarantee that the same
clustering will be observed when considering other poly-
morphisms in the same individuals.

What about skin color?
Wouldn’t it be better to simply classify people according to
skin color? As amatter of fact, no.With an estimated 70 loci
affecting pigmentation, and different metabolic pathways
leading to the production of the two main pigments, eume-
lanin and pheomelanin, skin phenotypes present the chal-
lenges of all complex traits [70]. The basic color depends on
the proportion of the two main pigments, the size of
melanosomes, and their location in the epidermis. Vari-
ation has been related to mechanisms of sexual [71] or
natural [72] selection, but a general preference for light-
skinned partners, predicted by models of sexual selection,
is not supported by data [73]. The strong correlation be-
tween melanin levels and average UV radiation (UVR)
intensity is probably due to geographically variable selec-
tion, because melanin protects against excess UVR, but
hinders vitamin D synthesis when UVR is low [74]. People
living at the same latitude and subjected to similar se-
lective regimes (e.g. Europeans and East Asians) have
similar skin color, but that color is the product of conver-
gent evolution in which different mutations determine
similar phenotypes [75]. Therefore, clusters of people with
similar skin colors would include individuals with very
different origins and genotypes.

How is human genetic variation patterned in India
and Europe?
In short, so far there has been little success in attempts to
define human biological groups on genetic grounds. Explor-
ing variation in specific geographical regions in greater
detail might help us understand why. Compare, for
instance, the results of two studies of genetic structure in
Europe (10 000 SNPs [76]) and South India (240 000 SNPs
[27]). In both cases, most individuals showed evidence of
multiple origins: that is, membership in more than one
cluster. However, the European structure seems to largely
depend on the choice of k, with various patterns emerging,
only some of them clinal in the geographical space. The
clearest picture was obtained for k = 3, but higher k values
suggested the existence of more complicated structure,
probably reflecting extensive historical gene flow inEurope.
Conversely, tribal and caste (non-tribal) Indian populations
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could bedistinguished fork=2, and fork=3 lowerandupper
caste individuals were separated in distinct clusters [27].

India is perhaps the best example of how genetic stra-
tification might arise in response to various kinds of repro-
ductive barriers, social in this case. That stratification
might not be very strong, and indeed previous analyses
of smaller datasets had failed to detect it [64,77]. However,
the point is that, when investigated at the proper scale,
population structure appears very complex in India, differ-
ent but still complex in Europe, and equally reluctant to be
described in simple terms in other regions that we do not
have the space to consider here. Complexity is the rule, not
the exception; if archaeology and demographic history
were not sufficient, genomic evidence is there to demon-
strate it. Specifically, in India genetic variation seems to
reflect not only geography [77,78], language [79] and the
layers of the caste system [78,80], but also admixture
between rather distinct gene pools, one of them more
ancient, and the other associated with the origins of agri-
culture [81], or with (and this might or might not be the
same thing) the arrival of the first Indo-European speakers
[80,82]. The average differences between Tamil Nadu and
Andhra Pradesh populations, 500 km away, appear to be 1/
7 to 1/8 of the differences existing between castes of the
same region [83], a clear example of how fragmentation
along cultural, religious or social boundaries contributes to
maintaining extensive variation within populations.

Clear differences between tribal and caste populations
were observed at the Y-chromosome level andmuch less for
mitochondrial DNA [84]. This result was not replicated by
Watkins and collaborators [83] who instead found a gen-
eral correlation of social and genetic distances, and regard-
less of whether the latter were inferred from autosomal,
mitochondrial, or Y-chromosome variation (Box 1). There-
fore, the extent to which the rigid endogamy prescribed by
the caste system results in long-lasting reproductive iso-
lation requires further evaluation. However, it is logical to
speculate that in the approximately three millennia
elapsed from the origin of the caste system, reproductive
behavior was not the same everywhere, and hence the
strength of the isolation (and its genetic effects) varied
in different areas of the subcontinent.

Methods of principal component (PC) analysis (Box 1)
were recently put under severe scrutiny [85], but in Europe
they seem able to capture elusive aspects of population
structure that can escape model-based analyses, such as
those run with STRUCTURE. Two parallel studies, based
on half a million SNPs and on partly overlapping samples
(661 in common over 2514 [86] and 3192 [87] samples),
showed that despite smaller between-population differ-
ences than in India, a clinal structure exists in Europe,
with increased internal diversity and lower linkage dis-
equilibrium in the South [86,87]. By plotting the individual
genotypes in a coordinate system based on the first two
PCs, the authors obtained maps broadly mirroring the
individuals’ geographic origins (at least for 1387 of the
initial 3192 subjects, i.e. those who did not have grand-
parents from different regions). Based on these PCs, indi-
viduals could be assigned to a likely place of origin, and this
proved to be not too distant (�400 km on average) from
their actual grandparental origin [87]. However, the first

two PCs jointly accounted for 0.45% of the variation in the
data [87], implying that 99.55% of the variation in the
genome is distributed otherwise. In interpreting studies of
human population structure one should keep in mind both
the existence of patterns in the data, and the fact that these
patterns often explain only a small proportion of the data
variance.

Selection, or isolation and migration?
Finding evidence of selection in genetic data has been, and
still is, a very complicated task. No matter how sophisti-
cated, all available methods suffer from the fact that
almost any genetic pattern expected under selection can
also be produced by a combination of events in demo-
graphic history. To cite only a recent example, a model
of population subdivision in the ancestral African popu-
lation before the expansion [88] proved able to account for
patterns of variation initially interpreted as a strong signal
of positive selection outside Africa [89].

Popular strategies to detect the effects of natural selec-
tion are based the classical notion [90] that selection affects
specific loci whereas the expected impact of migration and
drift is the same all over the genome. Therefore, stabilizing
and diversifying selection should result in lower and higher
than average population diversity, respectively. Extremely
high FST values in or near coding regions should thus
reveal phenomena of local adaptation. By applying this
methodology, patterns suggesting positive selection in
Africa, Western Eurasia or East Asia were detected
[21,25] and lists of loci potentially contributing to dis-
ease-related variation were compiled [25].

A drawback of this approach lies in the fact that it takes
time for both neutral and selected alleles to spread from
their population of origin. If the new allele is not elimi-
nated by chance, the dynamics of FST will depend on
population sizes and rates of gene flow until the equi-
librium distribution is reached. One way to bypass this
problem is by more accurate modeling of neutral expec-
tations, taking demography and migration into account
[91,92]. Another is to resort to comparisons across species
[93]. In this case one looks for genome regions where the
human branch of the evolutionary tree contains an
increased number of substitutions, an expected con-
sequence of positive selection [94]. This type of approach
tends to identify regulatory regions or transcription-associ-
ated regions in the vicinity of genes [95,96]. Another
common strategy is to infer positive selection from the
extension of stretches of DNA in strong linkage disequili-
brium [97], and this approach has proved informative in a
number of studies (e.g. Refs [98–101]).

For the purposes of this paper, the key question is
whether patterns of global diversity reflect geography,
and therefore can be explained by a neutral model of
human dispersal from Africa. The answer seems to be a
cautious ‘yes’. Indeed, whole genome surveys and analyses
of variation at candidate loci point to genetic differences
among populations, associatedwith differences in a variety
of factors in the environment including pathogens, climate
and diet. Sometimes there is a nice correspondence be-
tween the expectations of a model of positive selection and
the genetic patterns identified at specific loci, such as that
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determining lactase persistence in adults [102]. But when
there is polymorphism selection is generally weak, and so
the fate and distribution of even non-neutral allelesmainly
appear to reflect neutral processes and population history
rather than their selective regime [21,103].

How does all this relate to the debate on biological
races in humans?
The US National Human Genome Research Institute sta-
ted that although genetic differences among human groups
are small, these differences nevertheless can be used to
situate many individuals within broad, geographically
based groupings [104]. As we have seen, this is true, but
it is also true that such groups are highly unstable; no
consensus has ever been reached on their number and
definition. We do not know if groups are difficult to tell
apart because admixture has blurred their boundaries, or
if these boundaries never really existed. However, we know
that there are many contrasting catalogs of human genetic
groups, and our inability to agree on one is part of a broader
historical failure to compile the catalog of human races

(Box 3). Starting in the 18th century with Linnaeus, such
catalogs have contained anything between 2 and 200 items
[73], an incongruence that Charles Darwin noticed, con-
cluding that human races graduate into each other, and it
is hardly possible to discover distinctive characters be-
tween them.

The genetic data accumulated since Darwin’s time have
not changed the substance of the question. For humans to
be divided sensibly into groups, genetic changes in distinct
traits must occur together at the group boundaries; this is
not the case. Discrete genetic groups form in isolation, and
hence we must conclude that there has not been enough
isolation in our species’ history [34]. As a consequence of
these processes our genomes appear to be mosaics
(Figure 2), with ancestry from many parts of the globe,
and African diversity largely encompassing the diversity
observed in other continents [8,35,47].

Careful analyses have demonstrated that definitions of
racial and/or ethnic variables in biomedical research are
inconsistent, and are based onmixtures of biological, social
and economical criteria [105]. It is unclear whether there

Box 3. A schematic history of human classification

Early attempts to classify the main biological groups of humankind

can be traced back to the Bible or to the Egyptian book of the dead,

but taxonomies with a scientific basis were published only from the

18th century. A common misconception is that major subdivisions of

humankind could be safely identified by the analysis of morphologi-

cal traits such as skin color or cranial measures. On the contrary, no

two racial catalogs proposed are entirely consistent (Table I) and the

number of items has increased with time. As European and North

American explorers encountered populations previously unknown to

them, and in the impossibility to fit them into the existing catalogs,

the lists of races were repeatedly expanded, sometimes exceeding the

100 mark. Many such catalogs included taxonomic categories of

higher or lower order, i.e. super-races or subraces.

Many police services define the ethnicity of a person according

to lists resembling these racial catalogs (the US and UK lists are

reported in Table I). Clearly, these are not multi-purpose descrip-

tions of human biological diversity but are instead sets of groups

that, for reasons that have little to do with biology, have been of

interest to the police (for example, the Irish in the UK). This is also

shown by the different number and definition of items in either list.

Note that before 2005 another list was used in the UK, comprising

5 groups (European, Middle Easterner, Indian subcontinent, Afro-

Caribbean, Southeast Asian) with only one of them (Afro-Carib-

bean) roughly corresponding to one of the 6 US groups (African

American).

Table I. A scheme of the main racial catalogs compiled from Refs [118,126–128]

Author (year) Number

of races

Races or groups proposed

Linnaeus (1735) 6 Europaeus, Asiaticus, Afer, Americanus, Ferus, Monstruosus

Buffon (1749) 6 European, Laplander, Tatar, South Asian, Ethiopian, American

Kant (1775) 4 White, Black, Hun (or Kalmuck, or Mongol), Hindustani

Blumenbach (1795) 5 Caucasian, Mongolian, Ethiopian, American, Malay

Cuvier (1828) 3 Caucasoid, Negroid, Mongoloid

Deniker (1900) 29 Ten of which Europeana

Museum of Natural

History, Chicago (1933)

105 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malvina_Hoffmana

Von Eickstedt (1937) 38 a

Garn and Coon (1955) >30 Caucasian, Northeastern Asian, African, North American, South American,

Micronesian/Melanesian, Polynesian, Pitcairn islanders, Tristan da Cunha,

Cowrie-shell Miao, Lolos, Tasmanians, British colored, plus ‘an indeterminate

number’ bringing the total to more than 30

Biasutti (1959) 53 a

Coon (1962) 5 Caucasoid, Mongoloid, Capoid, Congoid, Australoid

US Office of Management

and Budget (1997)b

6 American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Hispanic or Latino,

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, White

Metropolitan Police Service,

London (2005)c

16 W1 White British, W2 White Irish, W9 Other White background, M1 Mixed White and

Black Caribbean, M2 Mixed White and Black African, M3 Mixed White and Asian,

M9 Other Mixed background, A1 Asian Indian, A2 Asian Pakistani, A3 Asian Bangladeshi,

A9 Any other Asian background, B1 Black Caribbean, B2 Black African, B9 Other Black

background, O1 Chinese, O9 Other Ethnic group

aNot reported in the original sources or too many to list here.
bhttp://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/rewrite/fedreg/ombdir15.html.
chttp://www.gmp.police.uk/mainsite/0/58334145D4842BCF802573FE004CEBCA/$file/Ethnicity%20Classifications.pdf.
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might be practical advantages in describing humans as if
they were divided into biological races, even though we
know they are not [106], but the burden of proof is now on
those who say so.

However, in some countries, race is an important factor
affecting human interactions and social policies, and this
will not vanish just because some scientists say it should.
In a sense, races do exist, but only in the sense that the
labels we apply to ourselves, and to others, can have
practical consequences even if they do not correspond to
empirically identifiable biological realities [107]. However,
what matters for future research is whether by racial
labeling we can approximate what is in a person’s genome,
and this does not often appear to be the case. For instance,
Europeans and Asians appear to be clearly separated in
Figure 2, and yet Watson’s and Venter’s complete genome
sequences share more SNPs with a Korean subject
(1 824 482 and 1 736 340, respectively) than with each
other (1 715 851) [1]. This does notmean that Europeans in
general are genetically closer to random Koreans than to
each other, but instead highlights the limitations of such
coarse categorizations. Populations are indeed structured
in the geographical space but, when it comes to predicting
individual DNA features, labels such as ‘European’, ‘Asian’
and the like are misleading because members of the same
group, Watson and Venter in this case, can be very differ-
ent. Indeed, the only safe way to know what is in a person’s
DNA is to study that person’s DNA, and this is now both
feasible and cheap.

What does it mean for the study of the genetic bases of
human disease?
In Mendelian disorders, single gene alterations explain
almost all occurrences of disease. Conversely, many com-
mon disorders are caused by predisposing alleles of
multiple genes, each contributing to the individual’s risk,
and by interactions with factors in the environment.

Under the ‘common disease – common variants’ hypoth-
esis [108], causative variants of complex traits are posited
to have a frequency higher than 5% and exert small
additive or multiplicative effects on the phenotype. One
has generally no prior information on the position of the
causative loci in the genome, and these are sought by
comparing the allelic state ofmany SNPs of known position
in affected individuals and in controls. Population struc-
ture comes into play at the choice of the control sample
because if cases and controls have different ancestries they
might differ not only at the loci responsible for the disease,
but at many other loci as well. Such stratification, if not
properly considered, can result in many false positives
[109,110].

Under the alternative ‘rare allele’ hypothesis [111] the
frequency of causative variants is in the range of 0.1–1%
and the effect size is expected to be greater than for
common variants [112], although not as great as in Men-
delian phenotypes. Rare alleles are difficult to detect based
on the commonly available microarrays that have been
designed to trace common allelic variants [113]. Therefore,
the first step is the identification of candidate regions

Figure 2. Six fully sequenced human genomes in the context of worldwide variation. The program STRUCTURE (Box 2) was used to assign individuals from the HGDP-

CEPH and HapMap panels and six individual genomes to seven genetic clusters. Each individual’s genotype is represented by a thin bar in the middle panel and is divided

into colors corresponding to the inferred ancestry from the seven genetic clusters (k = 7) of the upper panel. At the bottom are the genomes of six individuals, namely a

Yoruba (NA18507), two US citizens of European origin (Venter and Watson), a Han Chinese (YH) and two Koreans (AK1, SJK). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [122].

CEU, US residents of Western European ancestry, Utah, USA; CHB, Han Chinese, Beijing, China; YRI, Yoruba, Nigeria; 000; JPT, Japanese, Tokyo, Japan.
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(often by studies of gene expression [114]), followed by re-
sequencing of these regions in cases and controls. Within
this framework, potential differences between cases and
controls that are unrelated to the trait of interest become
less crucial in the identification of loci to be sequenced. The
problem persists for the subsequent step where case and
control sequences are matched because (i) different alleles
of the same locus can produce the same phenotype in
different populations (e.g. for skin color), and (ii) rare
alleles are generally young and therefore tend to be
over-represented in specific populations [111,115].

In reality, both rare and common alleles could contrib-
ute to the onset of the same disease, and many inter-
mediate possibilities exist between the two extreme
scenarios [113,116]. However, if as seems likely, the
genetic factors underlying complex traits are mostly
represented by rare alleles [116,117], our current
inability to define once and for all the main genetic groups
of humankind will not severely hamper our attempts to
map the loci involved in the hereditary transmission of
disease and disease risk.

What would be an ideal sample of the human species?
Imagine that we have the possibility to collect a sample of
100 human genomes for a multi-purpose description of
human genetic diversity. What would be the ideal compo-
sition of this sample? One possibility is to superimpose a
conveniently spaced grid on the Earth’s surface, sampling
one individual at each node of the grid. Another is to
concentrate the efforts on relatively isolated populations;
the latter view prevailed in the Human Genome Diversity
Project (HGDP), and the CEPH dataset also partly reflects
this strategy. We note that this approach leads one to
under-represent the most densely populated areas, and
hence to underestimate variation within populations [118].
DNAs sampled at random in, say, Santiago de Chile and
Los Angeles, would be much more variable than a collec-
tion of sequences of the native Mapuche and Chumash
people. If, instead, we wanted a sample representing the
current composition of humankind, 18 subjects out of 100
would be Chinese Han and 17 would be from India (versus
4.3% and 0% in the CEPH dataset) whereas native popu-
lations from Oceania and the Americas would hardly be
sampled (versus 3.7% and 9.6% in the CEPH dataset).

By studying people whose ancestors lived in genetic
isolation, in practice one seeks to reconstruct the genetic
structure of humankind as it was before the massive
migratory movements of the last few centuries. However,
no sampling scheme is error-free, and the question
becomes what is the best way to reduce the likely error.
A solution could lie in the selection of the subjects accord-
ing to linguistic criteria [119], a time-honored approach
[120,121] that emphasizes the role of groups defined by at
least one objectively recognizable feature – the language
they speak. If the name of the game is to take a picture of
the human DNA tree as it was before recent migration
messed things up, linguistic affiliations offer a reasonably
good approximation. A useful precaution is never to forget
classical anthropological wisdom, and to consider in the
analysis only people speaking the language of their likely
ancestors.

Concluding remarks
In ten years time many questions we cannot currently
address will probably find an answer. And, perhaps, new
empirical or theoretical findings will show that some of the
answers we are now happy about can be improved. For
now, it seems evident that the enormous financial and
scientific efforts dedicated to the study of the genetic bases
of human pathologies have produced significant success in
many specific topics, but not yet the general advancement
that was expected. Progress has actually been faster in
fundamental than in applied science, and our comprehen-
sion of the main patterns of human diversity, and of the
underlying evolutionary processes, has greatly improved.

Alas, complex traits are complex. The DNA sequence of
an individual is a text of which we understand the alphabet
(the four bases) and the grammar (the single gene func-
tion), but very little of the syntax. To gain a grasp of the
syntactic rules (i.e. how genes interact with one another
and with many factors in the environment), the develop-
ment of more sophisticated technical tools will be less
crucial than devising new models to make sense of the
abundant empirical information that is available.
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